Abstract-Data-warehouse is an emerging technology with great potential. Nowadays, businesses are co mpeting fiercely to dominate the market where profitability is promising using every availab le means to reach their goal. Performance and storage are big challenges in build ing data-warehouse focusing by researchers recent years. In this paper a new model for developing an efficient data warehouse by using mobile agent technology has been proposed. The main idea behind this model is to use the mobile agent to extract and analy ze operational data in their location. So, instead of using ETL, the mob ile agent will be used. After the mobile agent comp leting its journey among operational databases, all tasks of ETL will be performed. By this way no need h igh storage med ia to extract the data from the operational database. As cost of time, the model proves less consuming of t ime. The model has been implemented using .Net Framework and C# and the results have been presented and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data-warehouse is an emerg ing technology with great potential. Nowadays, businesses are competing fiercely to dominate the market where profitability is promising using every available means to reach their goal. "The Data-warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time variant and none-volatile collection of data in support of management decision making process" [1] .
Data-warehouse is subject-oriented as the stored data targets specific subject for examp le, a co mpany's sales, customers information and similar aggregation semantics which is different than the general data on every day operations [2] . Integrated defining characteristic stresses whether the stored data consolidated from a heterogeneous, it goes through reformatting process to be valid for only one designated schema which suitable for the target database.
However, the third defin ing characteristic, wh ich is time-variant, disregard the age of the stored data as a rule for excluding the data fro m the loading process or be a reason for pruning. In practice, any data stored in a database has some connection with time somehow, thus, data in a data-warehouse may age between recent to several years o ld [3] . None-volat ile defining characteristic materializes the concept of modification operation on data as not possible after its have been loaded in the data-warehouse. Generally , there are only two operations are allo wed to be performed in the data-warehouse including loading data and accessing data [4] .
The nature of the business is a major factor in prompting the objectives of the data-warehouses where business constraints decide on the shape of that business. The following points summarize co mmon datawarehouse objectives to most businesses [5] .
 To create data repository for a large volu me of data that can be used in the analytical business process  To provide intuit ive access to information that will be used in decision making  To ensure that the appropriate data is available for the appropriate user at the appropriate time  To leverage info rmation as an asset for the corporation  To relieve the pressure on the streamline cost  and increase the return on investment  To eliminate intensive gathering and report processes  To build the foundation of fully integrated report platform  To provide relevant, accurate and timely information to the business Data-warehouse comprises a set of databases and subsystems each of which designed to perform a specific task on data. The first component is data source where the Online Transaction Processing OLTP is the center stage and the corporate performs everyday transaction on data such as inserting, modifying and deleting records. [6] ETL process is a major key in data-warehouse performance. In general, researchers are concerned with the performance of the data-warehouse for quite some times and they still keep proposing new techniques in an attempt to reach the highest possible performance [7] . The problem is challenging in the light of the data-warehouse popularity and the benefits gained, by the organization, out of this technology. Beside performance , the storage is also considered as challenge when building data Mobile Agent Systems (MAS) is a subarea of distributed systems and it is considered as one of mob ile computation trends. The main player of MAS is a mob ile agent. The mobile agent is an object that can move autonomously fro m node to anther in heterogeneous network to achieve tasks on behalf of its owner. The mobility of the mobile agent among nodes (hosts) reduces the network bandwidth because the computation is done in data locations. In addition, many benefits are related to MAS such as reducing the network latency, recovering the communication failure or interruption, etc. [8] In this paper a model for developing an efficient data warehouse by using mobile agent technology has been proposed. The main idea behind this model is to use the mobile agent to extract and analyze operational data in their location. So, instead of using ETL, the mob ile agent will be used. After the mobile agent comp leting its journey among operational database, all tasks of ETL will be performed. By this way no need high storage media to extract the data from the operational database. As cost of time, the model proves less consuming of time. The model has been implemented using .Net Framework and C#. The paper is organized as fo llowing: section 2 presents a survey of the relevant works. Section 3 mentions full description of the proposed model with implementation. Based on results, comprehensive discussion has been conducted in section 4. Finally, conclusion and future work is presented in section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Many techniques have been proposed by researchers in the area of Data warehouse architecture. The two main issues that are interested by those techniques are performance and storage. Such as following:
There are two approaches to build a data-warehouse each of which follo ws a different design pattern as well as different performance concerns. The first approach is Bill Inmon approach and the other is Ralhp Kimball approach. Both approaches obtain data fro m the data sources but differ in the way they organize data in the Data-warehouse. Bill Inmon approach uses data in ato mic level (third normal form -3NF) style for storing extracted and transformed data. On the other hand, Ralph Kimball approach uses mult idimensional style (dimension and fact table layout -star schema) for storing extracted and transformed data. To fine tune the performance when building a data-warehouse using Inmon style, avoid denormalizarion actions which co mbine or split relat ion unless it is absolutely necessary [4] .
Real-time ETL system has two effects including putting changes of the data source into data-warehouse instead of loading it periodically causing competition for resources between update and query when executed in parallel. To overcome this limitation, researcher Jie Song proposed two algorithms, one is a scheduling algorith m and the other is triggering algorithm listener. Those two algorith ms were imp lemented in a framework named Integrated Base Scheduling Approach (IBSA) to solve the problems. Balancing is another issue to be handled, which is a mechanism for d istributing the resources between concurrent executions of queries. Nevertheless, there are four rules that the proposed scheduling algorith m should consider when deciding whether the next schedule should be query or update. The other part of the framework is ba lancing algorith m which confined three modes including query mode, update mode and concurrent mode. The three modes together control the organization o f the resource usage. According to the result of the experiment, performance is quite stable and high [9] .
Jamil, et al. [10] made a comparison between different indexing techniques and observed the impact of variable size with respect to time and space complexity. So me of the indexing techniques advantages which are closely related to high performance. They stated that indexing in data-warehouse is generally a tricky business as it slow down the loading process and need more space if there are too many indices but the query response time is high. On the other hand, if there are few indices then the data load up is fast but the response time is slow. However, the discussed three types of indexing include bit map indexing, clustering indexing and hash-base indexing, each of which has some advantages that the others have not.
Edgar, et al. [11] proposed a model using the mobility technology to build data-warehouse object. The notion is to process the data locally and the sends the result to the data-warehouse. To understand how this proposed module wo rks and introduce its various components, it should be noted that the agent itself is stored procedure located at the database and realized if the agent dispatcher transferred it to a run-time. Agent run-time environ ment installed in each data source and based on table and stored procedures. The table holds the table names of the results and a particular state of each agent while the stored procedures designed to execute various tasks related to the agent. Agent dispatcher object, however, is responsible for injecting the agent code-base into database and to provide the required data such as migrat ion option, qualified name of the finishing line table and the result table name so that the run -time environment can execute the agent.
Bhan, et al. [12] developed a tool to measure the data warehouse performance in d ifferent environ ment conditions. The tool has many features to control the critical co mponents and to identify the performance problems. The tool also can justify the performance of OLAP and hardware configurat ion for d ifferent users. As results of using the tool, storage process has been identified as bottleneck. To overcome the this problem, three-tier architecture has been proposed.
Abdulhadi, et al. [13] proposed to summarize the data table to reduce queries response time and a storage space. bitmap index has a good performance more than the Btree index.
Moudani et al. [14] suggested to use knowledge discovery process (data mining) for managing data warehouse performance. the main idea of this paper is to use association rules for caching mu ltidimensional queries. This technique has been implemented to measure its impact. But, the data min ing process is performance overhead.
Ming-Chuan et al. [15] proposed an algorith m to select properly materialized views in order to enhance the performance. But, the materialized view has a problem with the consistency and the refresh process will be a performance overhead.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model aims to develop an efficient data warehouse using mobile agent technology. The main idea behind this model is to use the mobile agent to extract and analyze operational data in their location. So, instead of using ETL, the mobile agent will be used. After the mobile agent comp leting its journey among operational database, all tasks of ETL will be performed. By this way no need high storage media to extract the data from the operational database. As cost of time, the model proves less consuming of t ime. the model consists of several components, each one has specific role as following: 
A. Case study
To verify and test the proposed model to improve datawarehouse performance using mobile agent, we adopted a fictional co mpany that sells electronic appliance and home entertain ment equip ment. The co mpany has six outlets located over some states of the Sudan including Khartoum state, Nahr El-Neel state and Jazeera state. There are t wo branches in Khartou m state including Jabra and Safia while Nahr El-Neel has one branch named Atbra and Jazeera state has one branch name Madani. The branch is located in Shmalia province. Each of these outlets sells the company's products to the public and stores the sales transactions in its own database. The database named after the branch name and there is no communicat ion between them. Furthermore, it is assumed that the company rule states that branches should open 24/ 7 and each branch makes around 700 transactions a day.
To assist the operations for this project, five software have been designed and implemented as follows:
B. Sales Generator
This software is used to generate random transaction and stores it in the branch database. Using this software, over one million and two hundred thousand transactions have been generated for each branch database.
C. Meta Manager
The software is designed specially to configure the Meta database of the data-warehouse where the informat ion about the source and data-warehouse databases are stored in addition to informat ion about loading and refreshing the data-warehouse.
D. ETL
The software is used to extract data fro m the source database and load it into the warehouse database. In addition, the software writes information of the current operation to the Meta database including informat ion about the elapse time and the affected records in both the source database and data-warehouse database.
E. Agent Manager
This software configures the agent before sending it away to execute the assigned task. It takes informat ion from the meta database and the user configuration values.
F. Agent Home
This is simp le designed software wh ich intended to demonstrate working with data-warehouse cube. In addition, it is the place at wh ich the agent co mes with the result of the assigned task.
G. Model Implementation
In this section, the imp lementation of the developed technique will be discussed. Experimenting with developed software is aimed to prove that mobile agent can execute task on behalf of the user on the source data efficiently and with high performance. The developed software is a simulator co mbin ing both functions of mobile agent and ETL co mponent which is an important element in the data-warehouse environment. The simu lation also addressed a solution for data-warehouse stable storage.
H. Experiment objective
The objective of this experiment is to systematically prove the model of this work in wh ich a claim has been made that using mobile agent to construct OLAP cube task has a better performance than using the traditional methods of ETL for the same task.
I. Experiment Strategy
Test will be conducted using a simulator to simulate the Data-warehouse and ETL process. A simp le ETL component operates over both data sources and Datawarehouse in order to process the extract ion and loading operation, skipping integration and transformat ion process as the data sources are homogenous databases. Practically, there are two phases for the test as follows  The first phase is to run traditional ETL programme to ext ract and load data fro m the data source then construct OLAP cube fro m that data. The duration of the task will be recorded and stored in the Meta database.  The second phase is to run mobile agent carry ing the same task of constructing OLAP cube on the same data sources and wait for it to get home. The duration of the task will be recorded and stored in the Meta database.
It worth mentioning that the test will be conducted incrementally as there are six data sources. In each incremental round, the elapse time will be recorded to finally asses the new technique scalability.
J. Simulator Design and Implementation
A simu lator is designed specifically fo r the purpose of conducting the experiment that will determine the fate of the model claimed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the simulator along with the core components. The architecture shows each component's input and output in term of data direction and the following are the main functions of each in the architecture. Looking at the architecture, there are t wo databases confined in the middle namely Data-warehouse and Meta database and data source databases at far left. These are the only databases vaults designed for this simulator. They represent the simu lator backend wh ich work together with five user interface co mponents representing the simu lator frontend in which users provides configuration values to allo w the simu lator executes tasks accordingly. The co mponent at the far right which named OLAP cube is in fact stores data in the main memo ry and it is the final destination of ET L and agent components job.
The design of the data source database is simplified as it is intended for use of this simu lator only. It co mprises three relat ions only including the daily sales transaction, items and product type. Figure (2) shows the schema of this database
The second database is the Meta database which is the heart of the simu lator and it is used to store informat ion that makes the assigned task of the simu lator easy and automated. The schema of Meta database has relations for storing information about data source servers and its contained tables, Data-warehouse relations information, agent and agent's jobs in addition to relations storing ETL and agent activities. Figure ( 3) is screen shot of Meta database schema and all transactions were s tored in this schema Finally, warehouse database is the place where ETL application data being processed from the data source. This database is designed following Kimball approach which defines the layout of the star schema. It co mprises four dimension tables and one fact table that stores two measures including dollars sold and quantity sold in addition to the foreign keys of the four dimensions. Figure (4) is screen shot for Data-warehouse schema. The data was stored in multi dimensions in this schema. 
K. Sales Generator
This component main function is to generate sales transactions and stores them in the specified data source to imitate customer purchase transaction in one outlet. The generator randomly selects a product, quantity sold and calculates transaction total before it stored in the outlet database. It can generate unlimited number of transactions but it bound to the number specified by the Meta Manager tool primarily works with Meta database of the simu lator to register the data source servers information so it can be used by other applications. It process information about a server such as database name and its tables, provide the server with IP address and port number to be use with mobile agent technology, load order of the table into Data-warehouse to be used by ETL process and some other important informat ion about loading data. It also adds server informat ion to Data-warehouse including branch name and location. Meta Manager is the one that provides information to the simulator for automation.
L. ETL Manager
ETL Manager tool does the hard job of ext racting and loading data from the data sources into the datawarehouse on demand. User specifies the period of data to be extracted and the manager does the rest. This operation takes the names of the servers of the data source from the Meta databases and automatically connects to them to ext ract and load the required data. After loading, the system makes these data ready to be cubed for OLAP process as required. This process achieved by launching Cube constructor user interface fro m within the manager where the user specifies the type of the cube required and obtains the result. Main screen of the applicat ion always inform the user about the activity of the process. At the end of the process, informat ion about the result is displayed in details which includes information about the elapse time and the number of records that produced by the operation The manager allows the termination o f the p rocess, if the user which, at any time using the Cancel button. In this case cube will be constructed using only the processed data that have been loaded into warehouse vault. Agent Manager
As shown in the simulator arch itecture, Agent Manger tunes the agent task in which p reparing SQL statement for the agent then create it, init ialized it, provide it with all the necessary tools to execute the tas k and finally send it over the network to do the assignment. When the agent fin ishes with all servers that have been told to visit, it returns back home carrying the result of the query task and hand it over to be displayed. At home, ho me manager connects to the Meta database and registers all the informat ion about the agent journey such as departure and arrival time, nu mber of records of the job result and the journey duration.
Constructed cube data do not persist as it and stay in the main memory only. Loosing these data means rerunning the process to display it again and it might different because the agent always brings real-time data.
M. Development machine specification
The test will be conducted on computer machine with the following values 
N. Environment of the experiment
Output of the experiment consist of a number of values but only elapse time of the process will nr in the interest of the analyses and comparison aspects of both technique. The environment is limited to the develop simulator, using the developed machine and continuous supervision to the behaviour of the running program.
O. Pre-test
Pre-test process intended to fill the databases of the simu lator with the necessary data that would trigger the process as required. Thus, all data source have to be registered using Meta manager application. As mentioned above, each outlet in the scenario has its own database; however, the reg istration of the outlet includes the branch informat ion, the location and specifying IP address along with port number for that branch site. On the other side, the registration has to process storing informat ion in the Meta database about the data-warehouse database including the name, contained tables IP address and the socket port for remote co mmun ication. This step is followed by filling the outlet databases with the generated sales transaction using Sales Generator application. Each database filled with over a million transaction records and at max one million two hundred records. Now the simulator has enough information to start the test.
P. Running the experiment
As mentioned above, the test has two phases to complete and having the result on hand. ETL runs on the first phase but this is just an option as it is possible to run the agent first. Both agent and ETL application require selecting a valid Meta data to initial their process, however, in ETL applicat ion, the second step after loading Meta data is to specify the data sources servers that ETL process should operate on. This is done by bringing up the Server selection interface by pressing Setup button. When done, user is allowed to shoot ETL process by pressing Load Data button which will finishes the job and display the final statistic of the whole operation. So far the processed data were ext racted fro m the data sources and loaded to target database which the Data-warehouse. but still the test has reach the final destination were the cube is constructed and displayed to the user, however, the user should press Cube button to display cube interface and select the type of the desired cube. By doing so, a final statistic will be drawn beside the cube result containing all in formation relevant to the cube construction and the elapse time of clean time of the entire operation in seconds. The cube configuration interface displaying the result of constructed cube along with relative information about the operation The second phase of the test process focused on mobile agent for wh ich an assignment is set and executed to produce the same result as tradit ional ETL task did. Simp ly, the agent departs from the agent manager where its construction and configuration of the assignment take place. It then roams all servers that have been told to visit, executing the assigned job and when done, then head home carry ing the resulting data of the job and surrender it at home. Ho me manager is then immediately processes the cube construction upon delivery. When the cube is successfully constructed, the manager displayed along with the relevant statistical data o f the agent journey. User can use delete button of the manager to reset meta database to the default values so that the user can have fresh start.
The test process with its two phases applied incrementally up to six servers which is the total of all servers registered in the simu lator Meta databases. The result of the test is compiled in the table below To see the result of the performance of both ETL and mobile agent it been plotted in the graph below
The test has been run twice in order understand the consistency of the behavior of both techniques. The table below shows the compilation values for the same data used in test (1) flowed by figure (7) wh ich is a plotted graph for that compiled data. 
Q. Result Discussion
The discussion starts with clarifying few points about the test. Even though both techniques end up constructing OLAP cube using the same data records of the data source, they are differ in the way they deal with these data. ETL p rocess loading ext racted data into the target database then construct the cube. On the other hand, mobile agent eliminates the process of extract ing and loading data into target database. In fact, there is no Datawarehouse or even a target database whatsoever in the mobile agent techniques. The second point worth mentioning is that there is no staging area when applying ETL technique. Staging area is a set of tables mirror those in the Data-warehouse database and they used by ETL process to integrate, clean and reformat data fro m the data source to match the format of the data-warehouse database before loading process.
The test has been run three times on the same data in an attempt to read the consistency of the result and the variation if any. Indeed, the resulting chart for the different tests proved the variation of the g iven output.
Test one showed a sharp drop round in wh ich the simu lator was incremented to process three servers at ETL technique. It also showed that test 2 and three have their plotted graph look almost steady. This behavior is a side effect resulted from the machine CPU usage.
By analy zing the chart of the test, the different is obvious between the two techniques for constructing the resulting cube. It is noticeable at first glance how powerful the agent in processing the cube in term of performance and it can be read easily that the performance of the agent, when constructing a cube out of six data source servers is much far better than constructing a cube with ETL out of one server. However, loading a million of records fro m remote data source, no doubt is costly in term of time cost which degrades the performance. In addit ion, the user has to construct the cube as second step from the loaded data ETL but mob ile agent does follow this procedure to for construction. The technique took advantage of the mobility feature of the agent and allows user to configure it so that it can run SQL statement which ultimately creates the cube on the remote server and come back with it ready for d isplay.
The result records of the SQL statement do not accumulate to mo re than few tenths or hundred records to build the cube.
To understand the chart talking numeric, simp le calculation can do that by comparing the number of t ime fin ishing a task by each technique. Consider constructing OLAP cube fro m one server as a task. When ETL fin ishes the specified task, mobile agent will finish the same task 3085 time. On the other hand, when mob ile agent finished the specified task, ETL will just finish 3.24% of that task. When the task spawns all six servers, the time it takes for ETL to fin ish once, the mobile agent will finish it 9775 time. Working out all servers will lead to the discussion and measuring the scalability of each technique in order to find out at what level of scalability each technique can hold.
In ETL technique, scalability is much depends on the target machine hardware resource specially the stable storage which could be terabyte or mo re. On the other hand, mobile agent scalability depends on the available memo ry of the machine server that is currently working on. This is because the size of the load that carries is increasing whenever finishes with each visited server.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A new model has been proposed in this paper to build an efficient data-warehouse. The model aims to improve the performance, it provides real-t ime data wh ich is one of the concerns for data-warehouse users. However, it can incredibly enhance the time performance for a g iven datawarehouse tasks. In term of servers to process as resource, mobile agent can freely scale up but other factors may limit the scalability such as availab le free memory size of the source server.
As limitation of the proposed model, Mobile agent technique discussed and implemented in this work builds the result of the assigned task on the fly, wh ich means on the main memory. The task result scales up when done with each visited server. This behavior jeopardizes the entire operation when the result past available free memo ry on the server which could deter the agent fro m complet ing its assigned task and terminates immediately. If the server that the agent is currently working on crashed for any reason, the agent will terminate there and will never get back home as there is no recovery procedure to follow.
As future work for the developed model, interested researchers can add more feature to it and work on it limitat ion to imp rove it further. There are some areas need more attention including co mplex query task wh ich should aggressively tested as it represents core OLAP and BI power. Algorith m to improve availab ility is also one area of concern to the new developed technique in which allo wing the mobile move on if the resource is not available. Limited memo ry resource is not in the good of the new technique for which the mobile agent scale up with data whenever fin ished with visited server, so it is crucial for the live of the agent to find enough room at the memo ry of the next visited server to avoid jeopardizing the entire mission. To solve the problem an algorith m is needed to deal with the situation. Similarly, passing by a resource server may produce a deceiv ing task output for the user and hence affect the reliability of the technique. To heal the problem, an algorith m is needed to ensure heterogeneity systems were properly handled by the agent.
